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Abstract
For the problem that interactive genetic algorithms lack a way of measuring the uncertainty of evaluation, a method 
with grey level for discrete fitness is proposed to deal with this problem. Through analyzing the grey level of discrete 
fitness, information reflecting the distribution of an evolutionary population is abstracted. Based on these, the 
adaptive probabilities of crossover and mutation operation of an evolutionary individual are proposed. The algorithm 
is applied to a fashion evolutionary design system, the simulation results indicate that the algorithm can effectively 
resolve human fatigue and improve the performance of optimization.
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1. Introduction
Interactive genetic algorithms (IGAs), proposed in middle 1980s, are effective methods for solving
optimization problems with implicit indices. They combine traditional evolutionary mechanism with 
human’s intelligent evaluation, and the fitness of individuals is assigned by human rather than by a 
function that is difficult or even impossible to describe explicitly[1].The biggest problem of IGAs is that 
the physical and psychological burden of IGAs operator is rather big.It is hard for humans to cooperate 
with machines for long time. Generally speaking, there are 2 kinds of evaluation methods on evolutionary 
individuals as follows. One is that human evaluates evolutionary individuals directly based on his or her 
preference. Takagi proposed a fitness assignment method combining continuous with discrete fitness [2]. 
The other is that the evaluation of evolutionary individuals is based on either human or approximate 
models. Biles et al. adopted neural networks to learn human’s intelligent evaluation on evolutionary 
individuals, and the number of evolutionary individuals evaluated by human is reduced by use of neural
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networks rather than human evaluating evolutionary individuals in appropriate time [3]. Hao et al. did it 
based on “the fitness” of gene sense units [4]. The [5] - [6] presented the interval fitness evaluation, 
which using interval dominance select individuals who strongly reflects the ambiguity and progressive of 
human cognitive.
On the basis of extracted uncertain information, a new adaptive crossover and mutation probability
was proposed without increasing the human burden while reducing the number of evolution generation 
and finding more satisfactory solutions. The proposed algorithm is applied to a fashion evolutionary 
design system to verify the feasibility and effectiveness.
2. Grey number and grey level
The grey number and grey level are an important part of uncertainty analysis, it is the mathematical 
basis for this article. Therefore, this section gives the definition of grey number and grey level.
Definition 1[7]˖Let ( )T be a information range of , D be a numerical range, be an uncertainty 
number of ,let od be a latent truth-value of  , *L be guide rule for criticize truth-value *d ,let  be an 
measured number for ,if 
 
{ | , ( ), ( ), }o od Apr d Apr D DT T          
where Apr represents implied subfield, then  is a measured grey number of ; is a whitening 
number of  ; D is numerical coverage of  ; ( )T and *L are information background of  ,when D is a 
continuous set,  is said to be continuous grey number; when D is a discrete set,  is said to be 
discrete grey number.
Definition 2[7]: If  is discrete measured number, D is numerical coverage of  , POT  is discrete 
spectral mapping, orh  is said to be grey level of  ,provided that
             . ln . .
o
rh POT D 
Where . : ,POT D D U Uo  is the number of element for D .
2.1Methodology of algorithms
As the "human's cognitive for the grey" [7], in order to reflect the uncertainty of human’s cognitive, 
the grey level is adopted to measure the uncertainty of individuals fitness evaluation.Through using grey 
level design adaptive crossover probability and mutation probability, the evolution operation is guided 
and the direction of species evolution was determined, then the evolutionary optimization are more 
objective.
Level of discrete fitness 
Let the i th individual of a population ( )x t in the t th generation be ( )ix t ˈ 1,2, ,i N  , and the 
population size be N, the fitness of ( )ix t can be expressed as ( ( ))if x t ˈ ( ) ( )ix t x t . As human's uncertainty of 
cognitive, there is a psychological burden on operators requested to evaluate and furnish the fitness of 
( )ix t , therefore ( ( ))if x t is an uncertainty number. Obviously, in the process of human-computer 
interaction, human’s cognitive is the information background of interaction, so as to preferences as 
evaluation criterion, the best individual fitness ( ( ))bestf x t within current population can be considered a 
measured grey number. When applied the discrete fitness evaluation, the system only offer a number of 
discrete values for user to select, the discrete values describe the evaluation grades. Because user don’t 
need to carefully distinguish the slight differences of similar individuals, this method will accelerate the 
speed of evaluation and reduce psychological burden[2]. Let the discrete fitness of individual 
( )ix t be ( ( )) , {1,2, , }i lf x t P l I m    , where lP is evaluation grades, m is the amount of fitness grades. The 
mapping from discrete fitness to evaluation grades is shown in Figure 1 [2], where 2 3,P P represent 
discrete fitness that the evaluation grades is “difficult” and “neutral” ,which reflect the mapping from 
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psychological space to fitness interval. 
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Figure 1ˊmapping from discrete fitness to evaluation grades
When human evaluate each individual in population, the individuals fitness ( ( ))f x t constitutes a
indicator series, where the series 1 2( ( )) ( ( ( )), ( ( )), , ( ( )))Nf x t f x t f x t f x t  reflect the preferences of the 
cognitive, it is only an acquiescence to satisfactory solution. When the best individual fitness ( ( ))bestf x t can 
not be confirmed, ( ( ))if x t is an implied solution of ( ( ))bestf x t , it only contains some of the information, so 
lP constitute the whitening number of ( ( ))bestf x t and reflect the significant degree of the evaluation 
uncertainty. When the depth of evolution gradually increases, the whitening level of ( ( ))if x t gradually 
increase too, then ( ( ))bestf x t gradually manifest. If ( ( )) ( ( ))bestf x t f x t , which means that ( ( ))f x t is a true-value
and a certain number, the algorithm will be convergence. Grey number has non-unique form, when the 
true value does not appear, there is a form of interval coverage for grey number, when the true-value 
appears, the coverage will degenerate a real number [7]. Therefore, discrete set 
( ( )) { | {1,2, , }}lf x t P l I m     become the numerical coverage for ( ( ))bestf x t , ( ( ))bestf x t become a measured 
grey number. According to the definition of numeric coverage , ( ( ))f x t is the set of all whitening number 
for ( ( ))bestf x t , which contains all the information of ( ( ))bestf x t ,so the true-value of ( ( ))bestf x t must  be in 
these whitening number ,or constructed by these whitening number.
If the grey level of ( ( ))bestf x t is ( ( ))h x t , ( ( ))f x t a discrete set, according to the definition 2 in section 2 there 
is
                                 ( ( )) ln . ( ( ))h x t POT f x t 

                                                                                         (1) 
Where . ( ( ))POT f x t is the discrete spectral mapping of ( ( ))f x t ,and ( ( ))h x t reflects the uncertainty of 
individual evaluation. In general, similar but different individuals have the same fitness, the best 
individual may not be selected as an elite. Easy to see, in the early stage of evolution, human cognitive is 
rather ambiguous, the discrepancy of evaluation grades is more, then the uncertainty of the evaluation is 
big, the whitening number is more among ( ( ))f x t , ( ( ))h x t is large. With the constant evolution of 
population, human’s understanding are more and more clear , and the evaluation grades tend consistently,
the uncertainty of evaluation became smaller, the whitening number is fewer in ( ( ))f x t ,then ( )h t gradually 
become smaller. When there is only one whitening number for ( ( ))f x t , ( )h t will be 0,then the algorithm is 
convergence .Therefore, it is more objective utilizing grey level to measurement the uncertainty of 
individual evaluation, which better reflect the fuzzy and progressive of human’s cognitive. 
2.2Probability of crossover and mutation operator
Probability of crossover operator
Crossover operation is the main method of generating new individuals, which determines the global 
search capability. The idea of the crossover operator in this paper is as follows: (1) If the population grey 
is big, then the uncertainty of fitness is big ,in order to increase the population space, a bigger crossover 
rate should be implemented on individual operation; When the uncertainty of evaluation is small, to 
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preserve the advantages individual, the crossover probability should be reduced. (2) In the late of 
evolution, the purpose of evolution is to ensure convergence. Thus, with the evolution of generation 
increases, the crossover probability should be reduced. Based on the above ideas, the design of the
crossover probability is as follows:
1
1
( )
1 exp( ( ))
cp t T
k h t
t
 
   
                                                                                    (2)  
Where 1k is adjustment coefficient, T is generation of evolution termination.
Probability of mutation operator
Mutation operation can bring new genes to restore the information because some information is lost 
with selection operation. Based on the above ideas, the design of the mutation probability is as follows:
                      
2
1
( ) 1
1 exp( ( ))
mp t T
k h t
t
 
   
                                                                         (3)
Where 2k is adjustment coefficient
2.3 Steps of the algorithm
In this paper, Interactive Genetic Algorithms with Grey Level of Discrete Fitness (IGAs-GLDF) was 
proposed .Its steps are as follows:
Step1 Set the values of control parameters in the algorithm. Let 0t  , and initialize an evolutionary 
population;
Step2 Decode and assign the discrete fitness of evolutionary individuals based on human’s evaluation;
Step3 Calculate the grey level of individuals fitness according to formula (1);
Step4 Produce parents by roulette selection;
Step5 Perform crossover and mutation operators according to Formula (2) and (3), and produce off-
spring ( )x t . Let t = t +1;
Step6 Judge if the termination criterion is met, if yes, then go to step 7; otherwise go to step 2;
Step7 Output the optima and stop the algorithm.
3. Applications in a fashion evolutionary design system
3.1Backgrounds
The goal of fashion design is to find “the most satisfactory fashion”. Each individual in the system is a 
style of fashion composed of coat and skirt, and is encoded with a binary string of 18 bits, where the first 
5 bits expresses the style of coat, the 6th to 10th bits expresses the style of skirt, the 11th to 14th bits 
expresses the color of coat, and the last 4 bits expresses the color of skirt. There are 32 kinds of styles for 
coat and skirt, and their names correspond to the integers from 0 to 31, which are also their decimals of 
these binarycodes. According to a human’s preference, the system will look for“the most satisfactory 
fashion” in the search space with 5 5 4 42 2 2 2 262,144u u u  individuals in evolutionary optimization. 
3.2Parameters settings
The contrast algorithm was Interactive Genetic Algorithms with Discrete Fitness (IGAs-
DF)[2],compared indicators of algorithms including the number of evolution generation, satisfactory 
solution and convergence. The levels of the discrete fitness are “Very satisfied”, “Satisfied”, “Common”, 
“Poor”, “Very poor”, and the scope of the continuous fitness is 0-100. Besides, the population size is set 
to 8, the probabilities of crossover and mutation of IGAs-DF are shown in Table 1.In formula
(2),(3) 1 2 2k k  ˈthe most number of evolution generation 20T  .When an evolution converges or human 
is satisfied with the optimal results, the evolution can be stopped manually.
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TABLE 1 THE PROBABILITIES OF CROSSOVER AND MUTATION OF IGAS-DF
probabilities
              
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
cp
mp
0.5
0.03
0.5
0.05
0.5
0.08
0.6
0.03
0.6
0.05
0.6
0.08
0.7
0.03
0.7
0.05
0.7
0.08
3.3Performance analysis
In each generation, the individual which best accord to preferences can be called "satisfactory 
solution" .With deepening of the evolution, when the number of "satisfactory solution" within a 
population are more than 3 / 4 , the evolution can be considered convergence , the "satisfactory solution" 
become optimal objectives at this time. Otherwise the algorithm does not converge. Firstly, Let the 
proposed algorithm runs 20 times independently, statistical of the number of satisfactory solutions and 
convergence are listed in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 NO.OF EVOLUTION GENERATION, SATISFACTORY SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE OF IGAS-GLDF
Number of experiments Evolution generation Satisfactory solution If convergence
1 7 26 Y
2 8 28 Y
3 7 26 Y
4 6 24 N
5 8 29 Y
6 9 33 Y
7 7 27 Y
8 6 25 N
9 6 24 Y
10 8 29 N
11 8 28 Y
12 6 25 Y
13 7 28 Y
14 5 22 N
15 8 27 Y
16 7 27 Y
17 9 35 Y
18 8 29 Y
19 7 26 N
20 8 31 Y
Average(Sum) 7.25 27.45 15
TABLE 3 THE AVERAGE NO.OF EVOLUTION GENERATION,SATISFACTORY SOLUTIONS AND THE CONVERGENCE
Indicators 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
The average number of evolution 
generation
6.56 6.76 7.81 8.39 8.9 9.5 10.00 10.28 11.22
The average number of satisfactory 
solutions
23.25 25.21 29.42 31.31 32.47 34.85 36.24 37.24 39.37
The number of convergence 13 12 12 14 13 13 12 13 12
Table 3 shows the result of IGAs-DF in different crossover and mutation probability in Table 1.It can 
be concluded from Table 3 that when the crossover and mutation operator is small, the average number of 
evolutionary generation is small; when the crossover and mutation operator increases, the convergence 
rate will slow down, thus the number of evolution increases, and the satisfactory solution increases with 
the evolution.
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Table 2 shows that the average number of evolutionary generation of IGAs-GLDF is 7.25, which is 
smaller than that of IGAs-DF, and speed up the the convergence time. The average number of optimal 
solution in IGAs-GLDF is 27.45, the average number of the satisfactory solution is 3.79 per generation.
The average number of satisfactory solution per generation obtained from Table 3 is lower than this. This 
might indicate that proposed algorithm can find more satisfactory solution per generation than that of 
IGAs-DF for 9 different circumstances in Table 1. From the converge point of view, the number of 
convergence is 15 when proposed algorithm runs in 20 times , it has better convergence rate than that of 
IGAs-DF. 
4. Conclusions
To make the IGAs practical, we proposed the adaptive interactive genetic algorithm based on grey 
level of discrete fitness. Its characteristics are mainly embodied in the following two aspects: one is that a 
grey level is adopted to measure the uncertainty of evolution, where the fitness is discrete value; the other 
is that a grey level is adopted to make crossover and mutation probability change adaptively according to 
population evolution, maintaining the diversity of population evolutionary, offering a basis to find more 
satisfactory solution. Through subjective test, we have shown that propose method which combines 
discrete fitness with grey theory can decrease the operators’ burden more than the discrete fitness input 
method. The proposed method can enhance practical applications of IGAs.
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